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Waypoint Analytical LLC, a national leader in environmental and agricultural testing, announces the 
successful transaction to acquire Prism Laboratories, Inc., the premier Charlotte, NC based environmental 
testing company.   

Prism Laboratories, Inc. employs experienced, educated, and talented scientists and support personnel in 
Charlotte, NC and other locations in the region.  Their experience is supported by comprehensive 
environmental certifications held in various states to include North Carolina and South Carolina. 

Prism Laboratories, Inc. provides Waypoint Analytical LLC an entry into the North Carolina and South 
Carolina markets, where they have significant presence with environmental consulting and engineering 
firms, industry, municipalities, and government entities. This represents an entirely new market for Waypoint 
Analytical LLC, and provides a platform with significant organic growth potential.  

Prism Laboratories, Inc. provides highly advanced environmental testing of organic and inorganic 
contaminants, serving a wide range of industries. Services include testing for numerous markets satisfying 
regulatory requirements for Stormwater, Groundwater, Drinking Water, Wastewater, Underground Storage 
Tanks (UST), Solid and Hazardous Waste, and Brownfields. 

Recently added testing capabilities for Prism Laboratories, Inc. include the testing of air, most notably the 
collection of air samples in canisters for monitoring of volatile organic contaminants by EPA Method TO-
15.  This testing is complimentary to the suites of environmental tests offered by both Prism Laboratories, 
Inc. and Waypoint Analytical LLC.  The addition of air testing capability to the laboratory network affords 
clients and prospects the opportunity for a “one-stop” laboratory.  Air testing, coupled with other niche 
testing techniques and the recently added Investigative Microscopy laboratory, sets Waypoint Analytical 
LLC amongst the nation’s most comprehensive testing networks. 

Comment from Nathan A. Pera IV, Waypoint Analytical LLC’s Environmental Division President: “We are 
extremely pleased to welcome Prism and its talented team to Waypoint. Prism’s team, their dedication to 
service, their reputation for scientific excellence, and the geographic and certification footprints further 
strengthen Waypoint’s already reputable and robust catalog for its clients.  Prism Laboratories is an 
incredibly strategic acquisition for us, enhancing our coverage both from geographic and capabilities 
perspectives.  Simply put, they are complementary of what we are doing at Waypoint Analytical.”  

Comment from Ms. Robbi Jones, President of Prism Laboratories, Inc.: “We have been committed to 
providing the highest level of quality analytical services and technical support to customers throughout the 
region since our founding in 1992.  Waypoint allows us to expand upon our three decades of dedication to 
our clients and the community.  They bring a vast array of resources that smaller labs cannot access.  Those 
resources include significant IT talent and experience allowing for customized EDD’s along with redundant 
North Carolina certifications, equipment, capabilities and personnel…all the advantages of a large 
laboratory yet the personalized service that our clients deserve.  We are proud to join with Waypoint, 
expanding the resources available to our family of clients and continuing to play a crucial role for them in 
meeting their environmental goals.” 

For more information, please visit www.waypointanalytical.com or contact your Waypoint 
Analytical representative. 
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